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Mercedes-Benz: Blue Efficiency ‘Nature’ Campaign - DM

To remind potential customers who had recently test driven a 
BlueEFFICIENCY model of the vehicle’s eco-friendly attributes, a 
cheeky DM was posted to them one week after their test drive

We set up camera outside the Mercedes-Benz showroom capturing 
customers behind the wheel, and a mock speeding infringement and 
photograph, detailing the date and time of their drive were received.

The letter stated due to the intervention of nature, the Singapore 
Road Traffic Authority conceded that the evidence was inconclusive, 
and the infringement was waived. The last line in the letter says this 
rare occurrence proves one thing: when you drive an eco-sensitive 
BlueEFFICIENCY model from Mercedes-Benz, nature will one day 
return the favour.



Mercedes-Benz - SLS AMG - poster campaign

The SLS AMG.  Taking the world by surprise. The SLS AMG.  Taking the world by surprise.



Mercedes-Benz Blue Efficiency ‘Nature’ Campaign - Awarded 

The SLS AMG.  Taking the world by surprise.



To celebrate its 125th anniversary, Mercedes-Benz asked its Facebook fans what innovations would they 
like to see in the Mercedes-Benz of the future. The competition ran for four weeks with the most popular 
suggestions voted on by the Facebook community. The grand prize was a money-can’t buy trip to the 
Mercedes-Benz R&D facility in Germany.

MERCEDES-BENZ - 125 YEARS - Digital Activation

Competition entrants registered to submit their idea

Video	content	was	generated	for	the	more	techincal	ideas	

Users could browse the numerous innovations already created by MB Upon	landing	on	the	First	Thoughts	microsite,	visitors	were	encouraged	to	submit	an	idea	or	innovation	and	help	shape	the	Merceded-Benz	car	of	the	future.	Each	square	
represented a tagged innovation submitted by a user.  The innovation would be displayed when moused over.



Mini - Poster



Nissan - Genuine Parts and Accessories - Print Campaign
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Renault - Koleos Launch - Print

DRIVE THE CHANGE

NEW KOLEOS. THE DIFFERENT SUV 
FOR EVERY DIFFERENT JOURNEY.

Some journeys are long. Some are short. Some are on city roads. Country roads. Dirt roads. Slippery roads. Some are for pleasure. Some are 
for work. No two journeys are equal. So why are all SUVs? They’re not. Introducing the all-new Koleos – the different SUV. Different levels 
of comfort with leather upholstery. Different levels of versatility with modular seating. Different levels of safety with a 5-star ANCAP safety 
record, an industry high. And different levels of peace of mind with a 5-year unlimited kilometre warranty, another industry benchmark. 
Renault Koleos. It’s our competitive spirit that makes all the difference.



Renault - Koleos Launch - MREC banner

THE DIFFERENT SUV FOR 
EVERY DIFFERENT JOURNEY.

NEW KOLEOS.

A yellow diamond-shaped road sign The graphic in the sign changes. It changes again... and again...

Before changing into the Renault diamond 
badge

The badge transitions into the front grille of 
the Koleos.

We zoom out to see the front of the 
new Renault Koleos.

The Koleos rotates to a three quarter angle. 
SUPER: The different SUV for every different 



Renault - Koleos Launch - Leaderboard banners

THE DIFFERENT SUV

FOR EVERY DIFFERENT JOURNEY

The banner begins with white diamond-shaped signs.
HEADLINE:  THE DIFFERENT SUV.

The KOLEOS enters the banner and its ‘journey’  turns the signs yellow.
HEADLINE:  FOR EVERY DIFFERENT JOURNEY

The KOLEOS drives off the screen.

Renault Logo.
HEADLINE:  NEW KOLEOS.

NEW KOLEOS



Renault - Koleos Launch - Page take over banner

DRIVE THE CHANGENEW KOLEOS. THE DIFFERENT SUV FOR EVERY DIFFERENT JOURNEY.




